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Introduction. Consider a sequence of random variables {Xk:k = l,2, ■ • ■ ]

obeying the law of large numbers, i.e., there exists a constant c such that for

every e>0 the sequence of probabilities P{\n~12~2î-x^k—c\>e}=Pn(e)

converges to zero as «—»<». The object of the present paper is to study the

relationships among an exponential convergence rate (i.e., Pn(e) = 0(pn) for

p=p(t) <1), the existence of the individual moment generating functions and

the stochastic structure of the sequence \Xk\. Papers containing related

studies (e.g., [l ; 3; 5]) have treated the case of independent random variables

and demonstrated exponential convergence under the hypothesis that the

moment generating functions exist.

The present paper studies the extent to which an exponential convergence

rate implies the existence of the moment generating function and conversely.

In particular, satisfactory necessary and sufficient conditions (Theorem 2)

are found for exponential convergence of sequences of independent (not neces-

sarily identically distributed) random variables.

In the first section it is proved that an exponential rate of convergence

for any stationary sequence necessarily implies the existence of the moment

generating function of the random variables. Conversely an example is con-

structed showing that restrictions on the size of the variables cannot be suffi-

cient to insure exponential convergence for the general stationary sequence.

The terms size, smallness, etc., as used throughout the paper, refer essen-

tially to the tail probabilities. The case of independence is treated in §2 where

it is shown that the existence of all the moment generating functions on the

same interval is necessary and that a growth restriction on the product of the

first n of these generating functions is necessary and sufficient. In §3 it is

shown that the existence of the moment generating functions is necessary

for exponential convergence of the averages of a function of the variables of

a Markov sequence having stationary transition probabilities. If the process

satisfies Doeblin's condition then this condition is proved sufficient. §4 con-

tains an example showing that the existence of moment generating functions
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generally is not necessary for broader classes of processes. The particular

variables constructed are martingale differences, square summable (thus

orthogonal) and form a Markov sequence. In the final section exponential

convergence to + °° is treated. An example shows that under the natural

definition of such convergence we cannot extend the result of the first section

to assert the existence of the moment generating function of Xf when {Xk}

is an ergodic stationary process.

1. Stationary random variables. Let [Xk:k = l, 2, • • • } be an arbitrary

sequence of random variables.

Definition. The sequence \Xk:k = l, 2, • • • } converges exponentially

rapidly to the constant c if for all e>0 there exist constants A and p<l (de-

pending on e) such that

(1) { L-1 ¿ Xk - c    è «j = Äf>n> n= 1,2,
\ I k-l 1

Theorem 1. Let \Xk: k=l, 2, ■ ■ • } be a stationary sequence of random

variables such that (1) is valid for some c, e>0, A and p<l. Then there exists

f0>0 such that

EetXl < oo for/G [-t0, to].

Proof. We assume, with no loss of generality, that c = 0. First observe that

p\xi ^ (2m - l)e and   ¿ Xk è - (» - 1)«}

> P{Xi^ (2n- 1)«} +pj¿X*e -(m- l)cl  -1.

It follows from stationarity that

(3) Pi ¿ Xk è - (n - l)el ^ 1 - Ap«-1
\ k-2 '

and thus (2) yields

pfxi ^ (2m - l)e and   £ Xk ̂  - (n - l)el
.   . ' *-2 )

(4)
^ P{Xi^ (2m- l)e} - Ap»-\

By      hypothesis      P{Xi ^ (2n - l)e      and       Zt-a ^ è - (« - 1)«}

^P{ 2~2t-i Xk^nt\ úApn and thus from (4) we obtain

(5) P{Xi ^ (2m - 1)«} g APn + APn~l g 2Ap"-\

This bound on the measure of the sets where Xf is large implies the existence

of a moment generating function for Xt in some nondegenerate interval
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about 0. The above proof may now be repeated with the events

ÍXiá-(2«-l)e} and } Eï-2 Xk^(n-l)e} replacing {Xi^(2w-l)e} and

( E"-2 Xt'Si — (n — l)e\ respectively, thus yielding a proof for the existence

of the moment generating function of X\~ in a nondegenerate interval about 0.

This completes the proof since EetXi^EetXi-\-Ee~tXî.

The proof of the above theorem can be applied using rates of convergence

other than exponential. The rate controls the size of the Xk. The almost every-

where convergence of «_1 E*-i -^* alone does not insure the smallness of the

Xk (i.e., the converse of the ergodic theorem is false [6, p. 32]) essentially be-

cause of the possibility of cancellation of positive and negative values of the

Xk. Other conditions under which convergence will insure the smallness of

the Xk include (i) assuming the Xk to be semi-integrable [ibid.], and (ii)

making assumptions on the joint distributions, e.g., independence (converse

of the strong law of large numbers).

The following example demonstrates that an exponential rate of con-

vergence for a stationary stochastic process {Xk} does not follow from the

smallness of the Xk and any properties (e.g., mixing properties) of the asso-

ciated shift transformation generating the process but is essentially a prop-

erty of the joint distributions themselves.

Let T be an ergodic measure preserving transformation on (fl, ÖS, P)

and [Ai\i = l, 2, • • • } be a sequence of measurable subsets of fl such that

P(Ai) = l/i3. Define ̂ =Ur.2Ui:Jr^<. ThenP(^) g Eí-2¿A'3=t2/6-1 and
if xa denotes the characteristic function of the set A, we have E(xa) <l.

However, for n = 2, 3, • • •

pU~1 E Xa(T>) = il à P(An) = n~\

Thus since n~3 is eventually greater than ^4pn for any constants A and p < 1,

an exponential rate of convergence for the stationary (0, 1) process {xa(T')

= Xj\j = 0, 1, • • • } to its limit (ir2/6— 1) is impossible for any e<l

-(7r2/6-l).

2. Independent random variables. Analogous to Theorem 1 we have the

following lemma.

Lemma. Let {Xk:k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ } be a sequence of independent random vari-

ables such that (1) holds for some constants c, A, e>0 and p<l. Then each Xk

has a moment generating function and these moment generating functions all exist

on some common interval about zero.

Proof. Choosing c = 0 as previously, we note that

(6)     Ap» £ P\ ¿ Xk è 2«el ^ P[Xj 1 4«e} - P\    ¿    X* g - 2«el
V *-l / V *=l;*^y /
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for all m 2:/. From the assumption of independence it follows that

(7) p\   £   Xk g - 2ne\p{Xj g me} á p{ £ Xk g - m«} g ¿p\

Let 1 > ô > 0. For each j there exists an n¡ sufficiently large so that

P{Xj^ne}^8 for all nà»y. Thus from (6) and (7) we obtain

A 2A
(8) P{ Xy ^ 4Me} ̂  — p" + Ap" g-p« = Bpn

8 8

for n ^ My. Since for t > 0, EeiX/+ á 1 + E* e(4*+1)"P{Xy ̂  4(* - 1)«}

ál+Stt1 e(4t+1)"+Pe'«p-1Er-i [e4"p]*< «> if e4'«p<l and a similar argu-

ment provides the same estimate for EeiXT it follows that Ee'xi < » for all

tE[ — to, to] with to determined independently of/.

Observe then that an exponential rate of convergence of an independent

sequence {Xk} (or even (1) for a single « and p<l) implies the smallness of

each Xk. This result contrasts with the situation in, say, almost everywhere

convergence in which any finite number of the Xk may be changed arbitrarily

without affecting convergence.

Theorem 2. Let \Xk: k = l, 2, ■ ■ • } be a sequence of independent random

variables and let Sn = 2~Lî X*- Then the sequence {Xk ] converges exponentially

fast to some constant c if and only if for all e>0 there exists a constant Mt and

tt>0 such that üí-i £*'<**-'> = Ee«s»-'":> ̂Mte^'"for tG[-#., <.].

Proof. We choose c = 0 without loss of generality and proceed to the proof

of the necessity part of the argument. Given e > 0 take 0 < S < e and write

CO

(9) Ee'ú = 1 + X) e<(*+1),P{5„ ^ k8}, t > 0.
¡t-o

Partitioning the right-hand side of (9) into blocks of length n and employing

the inequality

(y+l)n-l

22    e<(*+1)SP{^n â kt] á ne'WWPlS. ^ jnS}
k=jn

we obtain

(10) Eets* Ú 1 + n re'"8 + ¿ ew*>'»,P{S,, à (/ + 1)«¿} j.

To estimate P{5„^(/+1)m5} we first note that

P{Sn è (/+ l)n8} ^ P{Sn £ (/+ 1/2)««}
(11)

^ P{Sjn ^ jni/2] + P{Sjn -SnS- (j + 1)m5/2} .
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By assumption {Xk\ converges exponentially fast and hence there exist

constants A ¡n and pj/2 < 1 such that for all j

(12) P{Sjn ^ jnt/2] £ Aw*,.

To bound the second term on the right-hand side of (11) we note that from the

assumption of independence

(13) P[Sn < nh/2}P{Sjn - S. £ - (j + l)ni/2} û P{Sjn Û - jnô/2}

and thus since P\Sn^nö/2\ ^1— As/2p"/2>r¡>0 for n sufficiently large, it

follows that

(14) P{Sjn -Suí-(J+ i)ni/2} g At/mnn'1

for n large, and j = l, 2, • • • . (Note, the necessary largeness of n does not

depend on/.) Combining (11), (12) and (14) we obtain

(15) P{S»Z(j+t)ne] g73íP7/2

for large n and all j and consequently it follows from (10) that

,    , EelS«^l + n<e     + 73se      E«    Pi/2}
(16) 1. y_0 J

è w{2'"8 + Bte2ts»/[1 - We")"]}

for large n and positive t such that ps/2ei8<l. Consequently it is clear that

there exists a constant, say d¡, such that

(17) Eets" ^ ndie2^»1

for t in some interval about zero. It is clear that an analogous argument

shows

(18) Eets»£ »diVin»«

for t in some interval about zero. Thus it follows that there exist M, and

tt>0 such that EetS»^Meeul<n for tQ [ — tt, tt] and necessity is proved.

For the sufficiency we use the well-known inequality [9, p. 158]

P{Sn è ne} g £e'(S»-n«) for / > o.

Choosing S<e we obtain P{S„^we} ^exp( — hne)Ms exp(ij«5) = Afj[exp

ts(ù — e)]n; a similar argument shows that P{Sn=\—nt} converges to zero

exponentially fast and this completes the proof.

The above necessary and sufficient conditions are "satisfactory" (com-

pare [9, p. 258]) in that they involve functions of quantities associated with

the individual random variables themselves, namely products of integrals of
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their exponentials, rather than functions of quantities associated with the

sums.

If the random variables {Xk} are Gaussian, the previous condition can be

simply expressed in terms of the means and variances.

Corollary. A sequence of independent Gaussian random variables con-

verges exponentially rapidly to c if and only if the sequence of averages of ex-

pected values converge to c and the sequence of averages of the variances is bounded.

3. Markov processes. In this section we shall consider a Markov process

{Xk:k = 0, 1, 2, ••• } with state space (36, 33) and stationary transition

probability function p(x, B). Let/denote a real valued measurable function

on the state space. In what follows we shall be interested only in exponential

rates of convergence that are independent of an arbitrary initial probability

measure v on the state space of the process, i.e., the constants A and p<l

do not depend on v.

Theorem 3. Let {Xk: k = 0, 1, 2, • • • } be a Markov process as described

above. If P{ |ra_1XXi/(-^*) — c\ ^e|^o} úApn for all Xo, for some c, €>0, A

and p<l, then for each ¿jal the moment generating functions Exfiif{-Xk> exist

and are finite for tE( — to, h), with f0>0 not depending on x0 or k, and where

£l0ei/(X*) denotes the expected value with initial measure assigning probability

one to Xo.

Proof. The pattern of proof of Theorem 1 will be followed. The probabilities

in the inequalities (2) through (5) should now be interpreted as conditional

probabilities given Xo = x0. Again take c = 0. Now (3) follows from

pÍEf(Xk) á -(»- l)e|xo|

(19) =E{p{±f(Xk)í-(n-l)e\Xi}\x0}

á PUp"-1 I xo}

= Apn~l for  all xo.

Thus as in the proof of Theorem 1 it follows that p{e,/+(Xl)|x0} < °° for t in

some nondegenerate interval (independent of Xo) about zero. Consequently

the moment generating function of f+(Xi) for arbitrary initial measure exists

in this interval. Also the above argument shows that the conditional moment

generating functions of the f+(X,) given Xy_i are uniformly bounded in the

Xj~\, and it follows that for / > 1

(20) E{ e"+W j xo] = E{ E{ î"+W I Zy_i} | x„}

and hence the moment generating function of f+(X,) exists on the same
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/-interval as the moment generating function of f+(Xx). Clearly we can show

the existence of the moment generating function for f~(XA in an analogous

manner and this completes the proof.

It is known that in general the converse of Theorem 3 is not valid and

that in particular, it cannot be assured for stationary Markov processes. It

can be demonstrated however for processes whose transition probabilities

satisfy Doeblin's condition [4]. For convenience assume that the process

\Xk; k = 0, 1,2, • • ■ } has only one ergodic class. Denote the expected value

oîf(Xo) with respect to the (now) unique stationary measure on 3£ by „.

Theorem 4. Let {Xk:k = 0, 1, 2, • ■ ■ } denote the Markov process deter-

mined by p(x, 73), satisfying Doeblin's condition. Then for every e>0

■P{|»""1É"-i/Cx'*)-m| =\e\xo} úAp" for w = l, 2, • ■ • and A, p<l inde-
pendent of xo, if and only if there exists Ai, pi < 1 such that P {\f(Xk) \ ^ ne\ Xo}

^Axplfor k, w = l, 2, • • • , independent of x0.

Proof. Clearly the proof of Theorem 3 can be modified slightly to give the

proof of the necessity of the condition. To prove sufficiency we proceed as in

[8]. There is no loss of generality in assuming „<0. It is enough to show

that there exist two constants C and 7<1, each independent of Xo such that

for all », P{ E2-i/(**)^0|xo} = CT, («= -/*)• Define

(21) <b(n, I) = sup E LxJt 22f(Xk)) | xo] .
z0eï      V       \ *=i /       ;

By hypothesis there exists a nondegenerate interval about zero such that for

t included in this interval <p(n, t) is well defined for all n. If n=j + l then

E jexp [*£/(**)] | *,|

= E J7i[exp(¿ ¿/(X*) + t  ¿ /(**)) | Xh • . ■ , X,] | *„1

= E jexp |j ¿/(X*)] E (exp (t   ¿ f(Xk) \ \ X^j | *„1

è <t>(j, t)<p(l, t).

Thus 4>(n, 0 =<£0> t)4>(h 0- For any integer d and for n^d write n = md+l,

Og/gd-1, and then

(23) <p(n, t) Ú <p(md, t)<p(l, t) g [<b(d, t)]m<b(l, t).

Therefore £(exp[í Et-i/Cx*)]|*o)1/,,á [<f>(d, t)]mln[<b(l, t)]1'" and it follows,

letting n—* =°, that

(22)
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(24) lim sup E (exp ït ¿ f(Xk)~\ | *,j     g [Hd, t)]»".

The result will follow if there exist ío > 0 and an integer d0 such that <p(¿o, ío)

<1, since P{2Zt-if(X:k)^0\xo}^E{exp[to2Z'i-if(Xk)]\xo}úC7n where
7= {<p(do, io)1/do+l} and jj is chosen so that 7<1.

For sufficiently small t > 0 consider the limited expansion

E jexp U ¿/(Xt) 11 x0| èl + tE id (d-i ¿ f(Xk) j | xol

'2-e{ [ S/W]   exp [i £ |/(X») | ] | xo|

(25)

+

It will be shown that the coefficient of dt in the second term of the right-

hand side of (25) converges uniformly to p and the function multiplying t2

in the third term can be dominated independently of x0 for sufficiently small

positive t. Thus do and to can be chosen so that <p(¿o, ¿o) <1.

First note that three functions go(t), gi(t) and g2(t) can be found such

that

E{exP[t\f(Xi) | ]| *,} á go(t) = Ko(l - Pie")-\

(26) E{f(Xi) exp[l | f(Xi) \ ] | x„} g gi(t) = Ki(l - pie")'2,

E\p(Xi) exp[t \f(Xi) I ] | x„} ^ gi(t) = tf2(l - pie'«)"3,

for all sufficiently small positive t and suitably chosen constants K0, Ki and

Ki. The existence of the g's follows from the hypothesis of the theorem upon

expanding the exponentials on the right-hand side in power series about zero

and summing. These functions are to be used in an iterative evaluation of

¿{. [ ¿/(**)] 'exP [' ¿ I/™ I ] I *•}

(27) =  f eVW\p(x0, dxi)  f e'V<*"p(xu dx2) ■ • •    fe«l/hi)l

2

P(xd-i, dxd).

Introducing the notation (for fixed d)

Id(x„-i) = J «•«"<*>'{/"(*) + 2/(xrf) £/(**) + [ ¿/(**)],|í(*--i,¿*-)

and y,= 2~Li-if(x*:) for/ = 1, • • • , d — 1 we obtain

{¿/(**)}2i

2

(28) 7d(xd_i) á í»W + 2gl(í)yi_1 + go(t)y*-i.
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Define Id-k(xd-k-x)=femx*-kHId-k+x(x<i-k)p(xd-k-udxd-k) forfc=l, • • ■ ,d—l,

then from (28)

Id-x(xd-i) Ú gi(t)g«(t) + 2gx(t) f e'U^Wxd-x) + yd-i]p(xi-2, dxd-x)

+ go(t) feW**-*'[f (*„-i) + 2/(^1) yd_2 + yl-2\p(xd-i, dxd-x)

Ú go(t)gi(t) + 2gl(t) + 2gx(t)go(t)yd-i + go(t)gi(t)
2 2

+ 2go(t)gx(t)yd-i + go(t)yd-i

= 2go(t)gi(t) + 2gî(0 + 4g0(0íi(0y«-2 + «ÍWyL.

Proceeding inductively we obtain

h(xx) ú(d- \)gV\t)gi(t) + (d- 2)(d - i)gdo~\t)g\(t) + ¿^(Oyî
(30) ^2

+ 2(á-l)^o   (t)gx(t)yx

and finally

W[ E/Wj  expF/ E !/(**) I ] I x0\ 1= f e>V^»I2(xx)p(xo, dxx)
(31)

=\dgl \t)g2(t) + d(d - l)go \t)g\(t).

It remains to prove that £{n_1E"-i/(-Ar*)lx*o}—*M uniformly in *0.

Observe that

EIn'1 ¿/(X*) I *ol = »-* ¿ 7¿{/(vt) j «o}
I ¡fc-l / k-X

= «-1 ÈJ f(y) fp(*, dy)p^»(xo, dx)
(32)

= «-1 £/[//(?)*(*, dy)]^*-^*»,^)

= / [ / /(:V)í(;C'¿3°] M_1 ̂  ^(t_1)(;Co' ^

where all integrals are taken over ï and £(0)(*o, dx) assigns probability one

to the point x0. The interchange of the order of integration follows from an

extension of the Fubini theorem which is given as problem 13 [9, p. 140] and

whose proof is like that of the Fubini theorem. From Doeblin's condition it

follows that n~l2~2!t-iPik~l)(x, 73)—>ir(73) uniformly in x and 73, where ir(-)

denotes the unique stationary initial measure. From (26) we have that

\ff(y)P(x, dy)\ ugo(0)+g2(0) and thus it follows that
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(33) E Jm-1 Zf(Xk) | x0| - f [ J* /(y)p(x, <7y)] r(d*)

uniformly in Xo. However

/[ J /Wife dyi^Hdx) = J/(v) jp(x,dy)T(dx)

= J /(y)*(dy) = P < 0
(34)

and consequently we may choose an integer d0 such that

P {¿o~l £/"(**) | *oj ^{<0 for all xo.

4. Existence of moment generating functions not necessary. For non-

stationary processes the necessity theorems of §§2 and 3 for independent and

Markov processes do not extend to other familiar classes of stochastic se-

quences. Specifically we construct a martingale difference sequence of square

summable (thus orthogonal) functions which is also a Markov process (with

nonstationary transition probabilities) which converges exponentially rapidly

although none of the moment generating functions exist on any interval.

Let Zi = 0, 2", -2" on sets E0, Et, E~ having measures 13/15, 2"*", 2~in

respectively. Thus EX\ = 2Y¿-i 22n2~in = 2/3. Next split each Xi atom into

two sets, e.g. E„~+, £^°(£+=P++VJ£+") of equal measure. Define -X"2 = 0,

2", -2", 2", -2" on the sets E0, E„~+, E+_, E~ + , E~~ with measures 13/15 for

Eo and 2"4"-1 for each of the others. Thus EX\ = EX\ and E(X2\ Xx) =0. Let

each X2 atom where Xi+X2 = 2"+l or -2n+1 be halved and let X3 = 2n+1 and

— 2B+1 on each such pair (each member having measure 2_4n~2); and on the

set where Xi + X2 = 0 (of measure 14/15) let X3 = 0. Thus EX\

= 4£i" 22"+22-*»-2 = 4/3 and E[X3\X2, Xi] =E(X3\X2) =0. In general de-

fine, for/^2,

+ 2i_22n on the halves of the set where

j-i
2~2 Xi = 2)'_22n each half having measure 2~4**^1,
t-i

Xy =
+ 2'~22" on the halves of the set where

/-i
2~2 xi= - 2i_22n each half having measure 2~in~i+l,
«-i

fcí 2
0 on the set where 2-, Xi = 0 having measure 1-2~J'+2.

.-i 15
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Thus£Zj = 4X)B-_i 22«-2>+2»2-'"'->'+1 = 2''-1/3 (j = 2, 3, • • ■ ).

On the subset where Zy_i^0 the <7-field induced by X¡-i, Xy_2, • • • , Xi

is the (r-field induced by X¡-i itself. Since Xy_i = 0 implies X3 = 0, \Xk) is

Markov and a martingale difference sequence: E(Xj\X¡-i, • ■ • , Xi)

=E(Xi\Xj-i)=0. Since P{ JjLiX^O} =(4/15) 2~'' the sequence has an ex-
ponential convergence rate although for any / and í ̂  0

CO

Ee'*> è 4 22 exP( I < I 2i-2+n)2-4"-'+l = oo
n-l

since the Mth term becomes infinite. In the reverse direction the example of

§1 shows that size limitations alone on the random variables do not insure

an exponential rate of convergence. It is known however that uniformly

bounded sequences will converge exponentially rapidly if they are martingale

differences [2]. The sufficiency results of §2 suggest the question of exactly

what weakening of the uniform boundedness condition suffices to insure an

exponential rate of convergence.

5. Convergence to + °°.

Definition. The sequence {Xk: k = l, 2, • ■ • } converges exponentially

rapidly to + <=o if for all A7>0 there exist constants A and p<l (depending

on M) such that

'in~l ¿ XK < MÍ ú Ap" m = 1, 2,

Proposition. Let {Xk: k = l, 2, ■ • • } be a sequence of independent and

identically distributed random variables such that EXi = + » and the moment

generating function of Xï exists on some interval about 0. Then {Xk} converges

to + » exponentially rapidly.

Proof. It follows from the hypothesis that

P\n~l ±X:> P(XD + l} è ft Ee'^-*^
\ ifc-1 / 1

n

g A-p-

if t > 0 is chosen sufficiently close to 0. Given any constant Q, it follows from

EXf = + oo that

pin-lÍxt<Q\eflEet{Q-xt^A+p;
\ k=l ! 1

for />0 sufficiently close to 0. Then given M,
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p{ÍlXk< nlf\ è P j E Xt < n(M + E(X\~) + 1)1

+ PÍ22Xk>n(E(X~x) + l)\

á A+pl + A-pl g Bp".

However, exponential convergence to + » is not as well behaved as ex-

ponential convergence to a finite constant in that a theorem in the converse

direction for stationary processes (the analog of Theorem 1) is not available

as is demonstrated by the following counterexample.

Specifically we define an ergodic transformation T and a measurable func-

tion/so that the stationary sequence {f-Ti~1:i = l, 2, • • • } converges ex-

ponentially fast to + oo although Ef~= + «..

Let T be the transformation on { [0, 1), 03, P^Leb. measure} that maps

[(2B-2)/2n, (2B-1)/2B) linearly by translation onto [l/2B, 2/2") for

« = 1, 2, • • • . Then T is a one to one, bi-measurable, measure preserving

transformation on [0, 1) and is also ergodic. (In fact if E is an invariant

set of positive measure, then for any e>0 there exists an interval (a, b) such

that P{E(~\(a, b)} >(1 — e)P{ (a, b)}, and hence there is a diadic interval

(i/2B, j/2") such that P{EC\(i/2n, j/2n)}>(l-2e)P{(i/2", j/2*)}. Then
necessarily for some fa i^k^j, P{Ei\(k/2n, (k+l)/2n)} ^(l-2e)/2B. But

the transformation Tis such that the sets Ti(k/2n, (k+l)/2n), i = 0, 1, • • • ,

2" —1, are disjoint and of equal measure so that the invariance of E implies

P{£}>2n(l-2É)/2" = l-2e. ThusP{£}=l and Tis ergodic).

Next we define a function/ on {[0, 1), (B, P}

|22b-22" x Q [(2" - 2)/2», (2" - l)/2"), n = 2, 3, • • •

t-2»-1   x Q [1/2», 2/2»), » = 2, 3, • • •

and observe that the transformation T is such that for all xQ [0, 1) one of the

images x, Tx, ■ ■ • , T*-2" _1)x is included in [(2"_1 —1)/2"-1, 1). Hence at

least one of the numbers f(T'x), j = 0, 1, • • ■ , 2B_1 — 1, is greater than or

equal to 22"-22". Therefore for 2"-1^m<2B, we have that J^T-ofi^x)
=:22n.22"-(2n-i)(2n22n) = 2n22, which is eventually greater than 2nM for

any given M, unless one of the summands/(r*x) < — 2B'22", that is unless

PaelO, 1/2"-22") for some f, *-0, • • • , w-1. But PÍT'xQ^, l/2»-2*")
for some i' = 0, 1, • • • , 2B-l} ^2B/2B-22"and consequently P{ ÏZT-o1 f(T'x)

Ú Mm} á (l/2)m for all sufficiently large m. Thus we have an ergodic station-

ary sequence {f-Ti:i = 0, 1, 2, • • • } converging exponentially fast to + »

although £/-= EiT-o 2B-l2~B= w.
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